INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINAIRES
There are several papers giving a connection between topology and the theory of formai languages [1, 2, 5, 8, 11] .
For example, in the classical paper of Chomsky and Schiitzenberger [4] , convergent séquences of languages are considered. For this purpose a topology over the set of formai languages is necessary. In the present paper topologies over the free monoid E* are considered. However, there are methods to lift topologies over X to topologies over the powerset ty (X) ; a special one is described here.
The methods to obtain these topologies are closely related to [7] and [2] ; the last paper contains an extensive motivation to make such considérations.
As announced, there are studied topological spaces (L *, (9) in connection with the concept of the operators Anf^(^4) = {z|z\^4eJêf} presented in [7] 226 H. PRODINGER In chapter 2 those sets <£ are characterized which lead to closure operators. This is seen by different points of view.
In chapter 3 some examples are presented. In chapter 4 properties of topological spaces are seen as properties of if, especially some séparation properties.
In chapter 5 some remarks are made concerning continuity, generalizations of closure operators and topologies on the set of formai languages. Now the essential définitions needed hère are given. (Ail topological conceptions are to be found in [3] .) Let S dénotes a fmite alphabet, S* the set of ail words over Z, 8 the empty word, Z + =L* -{e}, x R the mirror image of xeS*,
Init(L) = {x| there is a z such that xzeL}.
(Z*)means the powerset of Z*, y 0 (I,*) = <$(!,*)-{0}. A function a : SR (X) -• 9? (X) is called a closure operator iff it fulfills the axioms
[A, B stand for arbitrary éléments of ^3 (X); hère only X = S* is treated.] It is well-known that it is equivalent to speak about the set of closed sets or of the corresponding closure operator with properties (A1)-(A4).
GENERAL PROPERTIES
Throughout this paper Z dénotes a fixed alphabet. DÉFINITION 
/-Since Anf^ ((/)) = 0 iff Ç) ^ if (Al) is equivalent to (Tl). By [7] (T2) and (T3) are equivalent to (A2). (A3) is clear because of the assumption if = a (J^). By [7] (T4) is equivalent to (A4). (if) . In the first case there is nothing to show. In the second one (T4') can be.used.
The next goal of this paper is to characterize those topologies on S * which are induced by closure operators of the form oc^> from different points of view. Proof: In [7] it is shown that each Anf^ is lq-permutable. Conversely let ƒ be lq-permutable and defme
which is equivalent to x\AeJ£ f and this means xeAnf^, (A).
REMARK : Since Anf J?i ^ Anf^2 for if x # if 2 (see [7] ) the set if / of lemma 2.7 is unique.
For fixed ü£ the relation xeAnf^ (A) dépends only on x\A, i. e. if x\A = y\B then x e Anf^ (^l) iff y e Anf^ (B). DÉFINITION 
2.8: An operator ƒ is leftquotient-dependend (lq-dependend) if whenever x\A = y\B then xef(A) iff y e f (B).
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The lq-dependence is characteristic for the operators Anf^ : (ii) and (iii) are equivalent due to lemma 2.9. If/^is lq-permutable then ƒ = Anf^ for some S£ and since ƒ is a closure operator X = X# holds.
Next the topological spaces X# will be characterized in terms of their open sets. DÉFINITION For x, j; e E * let the order relation ^ be defined by x S y iff j > = xz for some z and 0^ the right topology. Proof:33={x£*|xeZ*}isa base for the topology (9 g [3] . It will be shown that95 is a base for 0<p o(I .). Let be 0e^û (I * } . Then by lemma 2.13 (x\0) c $%$ 0 (S*) for ail xeO. This means that x\0 = S* for ail xeO. Thus 0= (J xS*. Next let if = a W where % is the family of infinité sets (over X*). Then it can easily be verified that Anf^ is a closure operator and for ail A :
(yl) = /4u Anf(y4).
[In [7] Anf(>4) is defined to be {w\there are infinitely many z such that wzeA) .] 
CONNECTIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND PROPERTIES OF S£
In this chapter some investigations are made upon the topological spaces X#. Proof: Let (i) hold. Would be { z } e d (if) then 8 G OC^ ( {z } ) and { z} would not be closed.
îf conversely (i) does not hold, then there is a x such that a y , ( {x} ) contains a v^.v. Therefore y\{x}eô(i?) and since 0<£<9(i?)/\{x} contains exactly onc element.
Next those families S£ will be characterized for which X# is a 7Vspace (Hausdorff-space). In this chapter some additional remarks are made. From this it follows that the mapping (x,y)-> xy is not continuous in gênerai ; the same is true for x -> x R .
To speak about convergence seems to be not very interesting if one takes corollary 4.8 in account. Now some statements are made in order to generalize the concept of a closure operator.
A closure operator a on a partial ordering is defined by the axioms (A3), (A4) and
If x^y then a(x)^a(y).
(A2') Since (A2') is weaker than (A2) this is a gêneralization. 
From [7] it can be deduced that then Remark: One can say that <p^ (^4) "approximates" A, since the différence is "not too much" and cp^ (^4) is a "simpler set", in the sensé of the following theorem. Proof: The proof is not hard but long and therefore omitted.
Remark: A similar argument shows x ~ *<? (L) y iff x-L y or {z\xzsL and j/z e L} e S£.
The last remark deals with the possibility to define topologies Qn {see [3] ).
(This seems tp be not quite uninteresting since languages are somehow more interesting than words from some points of view.)
